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While working with the prior projects on PM2.5
assessment I noticed the drawback of being unable to
locate the point sources of small particle pollution.
Most sampling done by the municipalities and
satellite imagery collect wide sources that don't really
tell you on a personal level where this is coming from
and how to eliminate it. The Honeywell device has its
own blower and input and output windows all I

needed was a way of channeling the air ow
speci cally to those areas--and of course I already had
a 3D printed/designed dogs nose to put on the end so
the rest was just to design a gun sampling unit with
trigger that would allow me to carefully explore
where my killers were coming from. 
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Step 1: Gather Your Materials

I used the Honeywell HPMA because of its reliability
and cheap price. The combo of the ESP32 and the
8266 charger/booster form factor is also used again. 

1. HONEYWELL HPMA115S0-TIR PM2.5 Particle Sensor
laser pm2.5 air quality detection sensor module Super
dust sensor PMS5003 $18 

2.ESP32 MINI KIT Module WiFi+Bluetooth Internet
Development Board D1 MINI Upgraded based
ESP8266 Fully functional $6 (AliExpress) 

3. MH-ET LIVE Battery Shield for ESP32 MINI KIT D1
MINI single lithium battery charging & boost $1
(AliExpress)

4. 18650 Battery with wires $4 

5. IZOKEE 0.96'' I2C IIC 12864 128X64 Pixel OLED $4 

6. Rugged Metal On/O  Switch with Green LED Ring -
16mm Green On/O  $5 (Adafruit) 

7. Generic 3D printer (Ender 3) 

8. Antrader KW4-3Z-3 Micro Switch KW4 Limit $1.00 

9. NeoPixel Ring - 12 x 5050 RGB LED with Integrated
Drivers $7.50 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fB5FgvBTKpk
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Step 2: Design and 3D Print
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Step 3: Wire It

The sni er is designed so that the built in blowers in
the HoneyWell sensor are aligned and encapsulated
within the housing of the sni er such that the nostrils
in the open end connect directly with the input ports
on the sensor and the output vent goes through the
housing and out through multiple holes in the back
cowling. (Jeez sounds like a patent application....bad)

The substantial handle allow a large capacity battery
and the rest of the electronics to connect. The
charging port is aligned at the bottom of the handle
housing. The Neopixel ring lighting around the nose is
designed to shine through the case at the top. The
build is done so that the top part of the main housing
is done in clear PLA and then switched to Grey PLA for

the handle and nally clear PLA for the handle base to
allow the color of the charging lights to be seen. The
trigger mechanism is laid up with an operating pin
hinge that is printed as one piece but hopefully
moves freely.

All les are done with standard settings on Cura for
ender 3. No supports were used for any of the parts. 

https://www.instructables.com/ORIG/FYP/9343/K8CH414S/FYP9343K8CH414S.stl…
Download

https://www.instructables.com/ORIG/F93/2Q86/K8CH414T/F932Q86K8CH414T.stl…
Download

https://www.instructables.com/ORIG/FK2/961I/K8CH414U/FK2961IK8CH414U.stl…
Download

https://www.instructables.com/ORIG/FT9/N577/K8CH414V/FT9N577K8CH414V.stl…
Download

https://www.instructables.com/ORIG/FUU/575L/K8CH414W/FUU575LK8CH414W.stl…
Download

https://www.instructables.com/ORIG/FSW/BD54/K9ACP8FU/FSWBD54K9ACP8FU.f3d…
Download
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The wiring diagram is essentially the same as the
wiring for:
ht tps : //www.inst ructables .com/id/Bike -ht tps : //www.inst ructables .com/id/Bike -
Analog-Pollut ion-Meter/Analog-Pollut ion-Meter/  except there is no servo
and that output is used for the data line for the
NeopixelNeopixel  ring. In this case the power button controls
power from the battery to the power booster/charger
only. The 5 volt line from the booster is controlled by
the limit switch in the handle that is operated like a

trigger. It connects power from the booster to both
the Sensor, ESP32 and the Neopixels powering them
on simultaneously. The I2C screen is powered o  of
the 3 volts from the ESP32. Most of the wiring must
be done while the handle is under construction in the
next section as you must feed the wires through a
variety of openings. Make sure you breadboard it rst! 
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Step 4: Build It

The Neopixel ring is rst glued into the nose housing
making sure it lies at and doesn't compromise its
tight connection to the main body. Route the three
wires through the side port on the main body and
down into the handle. The Neopixels should point into
the main clear housing. The Air Sensor is then placed
into its housing with the small multiple input vents
facing toward the nostril openings and the fan core
facing back toward the wire output feed. Feed the
wires out the back and down into the handle core
where they will be soldered to the ESP32. The I2C
screen is attached to the front section and its exit
wires go through the slot opening through the
handle and are wired to the main board. The round
cowling is then glued in place over the screen. All glue

is usually E6000 although superGlue LocTight can
also be used. The front nostril nose cone is also glued
in place. The limit switch is wired in and glued into
position as well as the main on/o  switch. The main
ESP board is tted in and the 18650 battery is
installed. The boost board is glued securely to the
base plate of the unit making sure that the charging
port is aligned carefully with the opening. Glue on the
base plate when everything is operating correctly. The
trigger switch is glued over the limit switch metal bar
in a fashion that it easily clicks it in the down position.
Careful not to get glue into the limit switch
mechanism. 
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Step 5: Program It

Step 6: Using It

The software utilizes the serial port for importing the
information from the sensor. It is one of the
problematic issues with this sensor that it doesn't use
I2C with libraries to make it more convenient. Instead
of a servo as output as in the bike sni er this
instrument uses the SSD1306 output through I2C. The
Neopixel display is controlled by the Adafruit Neopixel
Library in a rather conventional light display that just
breaths 3 di erent colored lights for the level of

PM2.5 in the nostrils. If  the level is less than 25 it
ashes blue, green if between 25 and 80 and red if

over 80. These preset levels can be reset in the
program. They are controlled as output in a case
statement in the brighten function at the bottom of
the program. Fonts for the output of the screen and
screen sizes can also be switched. The Sensor takes a
reading once per second. 

https://www.instructables.com/ORIG/FG5/LCS8/K8CH74GE/FG5LCS8K8CH74GE.ino…
Download
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Can you share the source files for the 3D printed enclosure? I have a similar trigger design in mind
for a project and it would really help to see how you made yours. Thanks!

I just put it up for you with the other stl files--good luck!

Shouldn't this measurement be ug/M3 rather than ppm?

The analog bike version of this: https://www.instructables.com/id/Bike-Analog-Pollution-Meter/ has
a servo output in cigarets per day (22ug/M3) and Ug...

I feel sure you must know this, but there have been studies that suggest a dog's sense of smell is
not just down to the sensors in the nose, but the shape of its nostrils and cavities. 
These allow the dog to make very quick and accurate samples through sniffing. I am not sure your
device benefits from this because it is doing one long sniff. But a great looking product anyway! 

So being in the middle of this quarantine its a little
hard to get out much and use this device so I was
stuck doing youTube videos around the house to see
how bad it gets inside. (Normally I would be out
shoving this down the nearest neighbors diesel truck
exhaust hole or downwind of the co ee roasting plant
-- yea I know your screwing with my lung function!)
The device boots up nicely within 4 seconds of
pushing the trigger. It gets an erroneous high reading
and then slowly over 5 seconds stabilizes. Most
reading correspond well with the National Sampler

about a 1/2 mile down the block. The usual shock of
toaster output I have put up on the web for you. The
other video is making Granola --yow--it leaked 50 ppm
for over an hour after coming out of the oven. The
nostrils tend to hold on to the high level scent for a
while so you might blow them out to take another
reading immediately. Two months ago PPM2.5 was a
serious concern now no one remembers it. Global
warming--that was so many worries ago. 

https://youtu.be/qB9_xywU7jQ
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"Biomimetic Sniffing Improves the Detection Performance of a 3D Printed Nose of a Dog and a
Commercial Trace Vapor Detector:
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep36876

where did you source that sensor? I can't find it for less than $50.

https://www.aliexpress.com/i/32484655684.html

Thank you!

South Coast Air Quality Management District has Rule 445. Their aim is to stop people from buring
wood in their fireplaces and use natural gas instead. They use the PM2.5 standard except now
they are trying to tighten it to PM2.0. What's wrong with that? Isn't it wonderful that the self-
important bureaucrats want to protect our health? Um. No. Consider that the research on which
their stupid rule is based specified that the damage to health comes from submicron particles. That
woud be 1 m or smaller. All this agency does is stifle commerce and giggle when they can fine
someone out of everything they have worked for. All the while, brush and forest fires and tire
residue is lofted into the air in higher concentration than anything these idiots are messing with. But
then, you can't fine a forest fire, can you?

Some time ago I considered how to make a sniffer to detect the methane from termites, but at that
time none of the sniffer modules were in any way accessible financially, but maybe those could
also identify the detected subsatnce. If this little doodad could sniff out termites that would be
fantastic. Maybe if it can identify propane from a Bernzomatic torch it would do the termite methane
also. A gas range has methane, but also some odor additives. That might be close enough
regardless. You could just go around the walls and get a base reading, and any spikes would be a
signal to look closer.

Commercial gas detectors (about $100) are already available and have been for years. They do
exactly what you are asking for.

A great project. Hopefully the pollution will all be gone when lockdown is over!

A few years ago news items covered a sniffer on the Sydney trains use to detect people graffitiing
the carriages - I don't know what happened to them but other than the original article google
doesn't find anything.

I was visiting a friend in Wellington hospital and notice one day the toilets had been badly gratified.
A WASTE OF MONEY FOR STRUGG MEDICAL ORGANISATIONS.

Having added water alarms and. Earthquake sensors to my home security system I though a
solvent alert would be a good addition (esp for hospital in places you can not put cameras (ie
toilets)

Would your sensor be able to distinguish use of spray can solvents?

As long as you're in quarantine....
Will you please develop a variant with two sniffers, one with a hose that can go INTO a facemask,
the other measuring the ambient particle count? The ideal output would be.a "figure of merit "
comparing the air inside the mask from outside. This is NEEDED to aid "crowdsourced"
development of improvised fabric masks. FIT is important, and those of us toiling in this field have
now convenient way of measuring it.

And a convenient way of generating PM2.5 "challenge" mists/particles. I'm thinking incense burner,
bong, mister spraying powered sugar or super fine salt (salt is often used in testing masks).

Do you feed it treats when it tells you something??? ruff, ruff!!!
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Great tool and perfectly fitting design! Make more of them and I‘ll be the fist to sign up for one!

Repackaged particle sniffer and appurtenances.

cool. looks and works pretty awesome.i liked that dog nose concept

Could something like this be used to calculate dust particles count in an enclosed/woodworking
(home) shop?

Great project with practical use!

please tell me you have used it on a fart

Very nice project and the dog nose just makes me happy! :D

Didn't realize those particle sensors exist. Inspires me to think of a microbial or other more detailed
particle detection air sensor in a smaller form factor combined. I took a look at the HONEYWELL
HPM series datasheetto see how the sensor is made. Interesting system. Thanks for sharing all
the detail. Fun project.

I'll admit, the nose got me to click your Instructable - glad I did, well written and thanks for sharing!

Thanks!

Great NOSE!

Ahhhh! I love the design :D
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